
AUDIENCE ANALYSIS FOR RESEARCH PAPER

Audience analysis involves identifying the kind of people you are addressing so as to meet their needs and to avoid
going Feeling Stuck on Your Essay?.

The primary audience is divided into sub-categories: The spectators- these are the people that listen to your
speech but are dormant in that they do not contribute anything. Try to do some research to find out what the
audience already knows about the topic. What is an audience? A speaker would probably be inclined to spend
the majority of the speech giving reasons why a park would benefit the community. The priority audience is
not always the most affected audience, but is the group of people whose behavior must change in order to
improve the health situation. The number of priority audiences depends mainly on the number of audiences
whose practice of the behavior will significantly impact the problem. They are usually the targets or the
intended recipients in the line of communication See the Samples section for an example of an audience
profile. Rather, adaptation guides the stylistic and content choices a speaker makes for a presentation. With
diversity in the business environment, individuals must ensure that when they speak to an audience that they
gear their message to everyone Wadsworth, George Campbell and Audience Analysis "[Campbell's] notions
on audience analysis and adaptation and on language control and style perhaps have had the longest range
influence on rhetorical practice and theory. When you are addressing a particular group of people you need to
understand them so that you can persuade them accordantly. Allow for additional time if formative research is
needed to fill in any gaps that may exist in the literature. Finding out ahead of time the different factors going
into the setting will allow a speaker to adapt their speech appropriately. Do any audience members have
distinct views or concerns about the problem? In most cases, you discover that you must address multiple
audiences with varied reasons for using your document. Richard Nordquist is a freelance writer and former
professor of English and Rhetoric who wrote college-level Grammar and Composition textbooks. How does
the priority audience feel about the problem attitude? What technology aids will be available? Politicians
usually pay a great deal of attention to demographic factors when they are on the campaign trail. For example,
if the problem is high unmet need for family planning, potential audiences may be: Step 2: Select the Priority
Audience An effective SBCC strategy must focus on the most important audience. Audience thoughts, beliefs,
knowledge and current actions related to the health or social issue. The audience consists of people that should
get the message, they are your objective. The participant- these are the category of your audience that actively
contribute to your speech. The profile should reflect the primary barriers the audience faces in adopting the
desired behavior. What knowledge about the subject does my audience already have? Later, theorists applied
the insights of New Rhetoric theory specifically to composition theory and instruction. If individuals do not
analyze their audience first, then their messages will be lost to some of the audience who may not understand
the level of language. Effective communication channels for reaching the audience. Influencers can be
individuals or groups. For example, priority audiences may be: To identify the priority audience s , keep in
mind the vision and health or social problem. Beebe,  Many of their songs are about the way the United States
handles immigration and the bitterness of war. If yes, the audience may need to be segmented further. The
moment you start giving stories without relating to the topic then you are likely to lose the concentration of
your audience on the topic. You need to determine the category that your audience falls in. An audience could
be as specific as a group of students, movie critics, music composers, healthcare professionals, or
homemakers. Examples and Observations of Audience Analysis "The goals of clarity , propriety, and
persuasiveness dictate that we adapt our arguments , as well as the language in which they are cast, to an
audience. For you to turn out successful, then you need to know how to analyze your audience. Adapting a
speech to an audience is not the same thing as simply telling an audience what they want to hear. Negative
experience: Some audiences may have had a bad experience, such as with the health care system, and thus
may be cynical or resistant to change. Communicators must be careful about stereotyping an audience based
on demographic information â€” individuals are always more complicated than a simplistic identity category.


